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Individual colour design of the formwork panels 
using the RAL colour system
On request, PASCHAL delivers its formwork panels not only in PASCHAL orange, but 
also in the colour requested by the respective principal, which is almost always a 
company colour. The colour selection is made according to the RAL colour system 
with its hundreds of matt and glossy shades. This means that virtually all company 
colours can be ordered.

PASCHAL system formwork in your 
corporate colours

Benefits

· Formwork panels in your corporate colours 

· Marketing impact and high advertising effectiveness

· Choice of all colours in the RAL colour system

· Hot galvanising is also available on request
Company colours contribute significantly to the image 
of a company and increase recognition.

In addition to the standard manufacturer colour 
orange, the PASCHAL formwork panels can be coated 
in any RAL colour.

Marketing impact and high advertising effect

Company colours contribute significantly to the image of a company and are one of 
the most important marketing tools - also in the construction industry. What was 
initially only possible on large vehicles is increasingly being used on high-quality 
construction site equipment, especially concrete formwork.

With formwork in the company colour, you not only create a visual highlight, you 
also reduce the risk of confusion on the construction site.

An individual colour design is possible for formwork panels of LOGO.3 wall 
formwork, LOGO.alu wall formwork, NeoR lightweight formwork and TTR circular 
trapezoidal girder formwork.

Hot-dip galvanizing ensures optimal and lasting 
protection against corrosion.

Optimum corrosion protection with hot-dip galvanizing

In addition to the standard powder-coated version, the formwork elements are also 
available with a hot-dip galvanized surface. This guarantees optimum corrosion 
protection and an even longer service life even in the toughest applications.


